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About This Game

Copoka is an open-world exploratory indie game about a bird building its nest in a totalitarian city state. As a player, you are
soaring free, high above the city of Copoka, as a contrast to the citizens below. Your goal is to find and collect twigs for your

nest, and as you construct your home piece by piece a story of intrigue and politics beneath around you.

Key Features

Take wing and enjoy the freedom of flight

Experience a city boiling with strife and political turmoil

Eavesdrop on conversations to get the full story of the city

Story

The city of Copoka is in distress. Speakers all around the city proclaim the glory of the Great Leader and how she will bring
salvation to a country in need, while people lament in the streets about starvation and dissatisfaction. Something is brewing in

the back alleys of the slums. Whispers in the wind tell about a coming uprising, about an end to the suffering and new hope for
the citizens of Copoka. Being a bird you can undertake the role of silent observer. By listening to people around the city a more
nuanced picture of the brewing conflict is revealed - a conflict concerning clashing ideologies regardless of social standing or

allegiance.
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Of course, it’s up to you if you wish to stop and listen. After all, what are human concerns to a bird anyway?
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Title: Copoka
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Inaccurate Interactive
Publisher:
Guru Games
Release Date: 1 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64, Windows 8 x64, Windows 10 x64 (64-bit OS Required)

Processor: Intel Core i5 2400S at 2.5 Ghz or AMD FX-4100 at 3.6 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 560TI or Radeon R7 260X

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1700 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® compatible sound card with latest drivers

Additional Notes: Controller is recommended

English
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I would definietly recommend this Software for those of you who love retro programming. With the built in tutorial used in this
software, You'll find it easy to catch onto. However, In my opinion, I wasn't expecting this to be as retro as it is, And different
from the other software. I understand that it's a 2003 build compared to the others, But is there a refund feature available?
. Don't buy if you have Windows 7\/8, this game is not compatible with these OS.
Tracks don't move and the tank are poorly rendered, they glide on the terrain wreaking any immersion.
I have the boxed version of Fields of Glory and Dunes of War was tempting, I bought the game again but the immersion is
broken.

AI is bad and some missions are poorly built, however the pleasure was in driving and battling tanks. Now even this is lost.

Update
- tracks don't move
- no turrets on Tiger tanks, you drive them for a few missions, and later you'll fight a lot of them - no one has a turret
- bumping into another tank makes your tank spin round and round
- walls fliker during the Stalingrad missions
- Sherman tank overeturns at the slightest left or right turn, you have to stop the tank, turn, and then move forward

This game should not be sold without a warning.. The controls are amazing in the practice mode. They could do an entire game
with just the practice drills. It's more difficult in actual games where things are faster and more hectic. Once you get used to it,
it becomes very immersive like you're really in the game.

Some of the reviews complaining about controls are outdated because the game has been updated and more control options have
been added.

What's there now is actually pretty addictive because there's a learning curve and you can improve your skills. The level of ball
control is unlike anything I've seen. Basically your controller angle matches the foot angle so you swing the controller to kick the
ball at any angle with your foot. Ends up feeling a lot like real soccer. I even caught myself doing the motions with my foot
while I swing my hand. sure enough the ball goes where you expect it to.

Would be nice if you could play as goalkeeper. The graphics are decent but not quite as good as Final Soccer. That game's
graphics with this game's ball control would be amazing.. ***CAVEAT EMPTOR*** The Star Pack itself is a good deal. Be
advised, if you don't already have and eve account through steam, by purchasing this, steam will create a new one to which the
omega time will be applied. Granted, it was my fault for not doing my due diligence but I just wanted to post a warning to those
that mind find themselves in the same situation. You can still transfer the Plex and MCTCs in-game (which is still kind of a
decent deal if you get the pack on sale). But, unless you're looking to start a new alt, the omega time will otherwise be a loss..
Want to alternative support developer other than donate Limited Edition in Official Website? Then buy this DLC. You got all
amazing Original Sountracks from in game with good quality in MP3 format (find it under Nekojishi directory folder). Dont
worry, still worth it even buy full price since the standard and limited edition are FREE. Btw, I wish they remake full song in
duration 3 minutes above for 'A Sunny Day is Watching over You (Vocal)' looks great. :3
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Absolutely the best. It's 10 years that i play the Dawn of War franchise, and i've got to say: they introduced me to a universe im
deeply attached to now, and can't but love. The best RTS and surely the best videogame i've ever played. if modded and played
with friends you're going to have a splendid time.. Crashes after a hour. Has some of the worst controls of any PC shooter I've
played, the sensitivity is completely broken, the graphics are god awful even on high settings, and on top of that the multiplayer
is a goddamn ghost town! Don't waste your time or money on this! I'm going to attempt to get a refund.. gotta love this game!
10/10 would like to see a remaster of it. Shadow of War is one step forward and three steps back from Shadow of Mordor.
Three steps back still puts it in a good place, but it does not bode well for the future of the series.

The world feels less alive despite boasting more orcs on screen. Your controlled orc captains no longer roam freely, and orc
reinforcements literally magically re-appear when your back is turned. The result is a world unmoved by your actions, slowly
growing more desolate as you remove captains from it and put them in your little fortress playpen.

By generating orc captains with classes, they become less unique. Eventually, I would only glance their traits because it was so
much white noise that I could approximate just by knowing their base class. At higher levels you will be using the same tactic to
take down every captain, (phase through them and hit the back) as they will quickly adapt to what few conventional openings
exist in their defenses.

This last complaint may be more of a personal preference but I hate how often the game becomes a dodge-fest. A captain gets
enraged? Spam dodge. A group of spear orcs? Spam dodge. Someone using projectiles? Spam dodge. As a rule of thumb, the
harder an enemy, the more time you spend just spamming dodge and waiting for an opening.

Monolith studios has thankfully removed the cash currency market. Which btw, was always about buying legendary orcs to roll
new legendary gear. That's the reason they added gear levels, so your legendary gear would become obsolete.. It plays like a
unfinished game and has several problems.

 Enemies phase through walls and doors

 Hitboxes are inaccurate; especially with firearms

 Enemies are occasionally invisible

 There is NO indication of wear on melee items. This is important as you can not pick up identical melee weapons.
Granted, going in gung ho is not the way the game is intended to be played but:

 Running away is often impossible due to your character getting stuck on debris, and stealth is difficult to do due to
sanity and flashlight mechanics. This leads to a frustrating experience every playthrough

 Poor optimization, there was 1-3 frames per second difference between Ultra and Low

 The effects of low sanity ruin the immersion of the game. You will be low on sanity the majority of your playthrough as
well

 There is little enemy variety

 Tutorial is a waste of time. Ruckus mechanic is not explained at all.

 Graphical limitations of Unity are apparent. Lights are often contained in neatly cut squares, for example

 Do NOT trust the trailers they released. It's not played anything like that.

These fatal flaws and more really kills Phantasmal. The concept of a roguelike horror game is amazing, but was poorly
executed here. The only redeeming feature of this game was how the environments change every life. Unfortunately, this
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is unable to save what could be a great game.
. i only used this for kevo and revernd alberts
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